
	

	

Shadows	&	Shadow	Art	
	

When	the	light	from	a	light	source	such	as	the	Sun	or	a	lamp	is	blocked	by		
an	opaque	object,	what	happens?	

	
When	light	is	blocked,	a	shadow	forms.	A	shadow	is	a	dark	area	where		
the	light	cannot	reach.	The	shadow	is	the	same	shape	as	the	opaque		

object	that	blocked	the	light.	

(An	opaque	object	is	one	that	does	not	allow	any	light	to	pass	through	it.)	

	

Outside	on	a	sunny	day	your	body	makes	a	shadow		
because	you’re	an	opaque	object!	

	

Some	artists	use	light	and	shadows	in	their	work.	
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Shadowology

Vincent Bal is a “shadowologist” and filmmaker from Belgium. He adds 
doodles to the shadows of everyday objects to create imaginative pieces 
of art. Vincent draws his inspiration from everyday objects and shares his 
creations on social media.

Shadow Art

Hippo-Hop Hipster Blue Bottleache

The object and the shadow are both important to 
the final piece.

In this image a translucent object is used to make a 
different kind of shadow.

Try researching the artwork of Kumi Yamashita. How does she use light and shadow in 
her work? What is similar and what is different about her work to the work of Vincent 

Bal? Can you try and replicate some of Kumi’s artwork?

A little extra…
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Method
 1.  Close the blinds or curtains in a room 

and turn off or lower the lights. 
 2.  Put your finger between the light source 

and the piece of paper (you might need 
a partner to hold your light source). 
Experiment with moving it backwards 
and forwards to create a well defined 
shadow. 

 3.  Draw a face and arms on your 
paper using the shadow as an 
outline of a person.

Make a Shadow Finger Person

 4.  Take your finger away. Can you or 
a partner then reposition a finger 
correctly between your light source 
and the paper to recreate your 
character?

Equipment: 
• A light source (a torch or lamp)
• A pencil
• A partner
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Method
 1.  Close the blinds or curtains in a room 

and turn off or lower the lights. 
 2.  Think about how Vincent Bal created 

the shadows in Hippo-Hop Hipster or 
Blue Bottleache.

 3.  Place your objects on the paper and 
experiment with your light source to see 
what kinds of shadows you can create. 

Everyday Objects Shadow Sketch

Do the shapes of the shadows remind 
you of something else? For example, 
Vincent’s hippo shadows looked like 
hands and arms.
 4.  Once you have created a shadow you 

like, draw your picture around and 
inside the shadow. Finally, give the 
artwork a name.

Equipment: 
• A light source (a torch or lamp)
• A pencil or pen
• Your choice of objects
• Large sheets of white paper




